Market Outlook

Disclaimer
Please note that the information is provided for you by way of information only.
All the information, report and analysis were and should be taken as having been
prepared for the purpose of general circulation and that none were made with
regard to any specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular
needs of any particular person who may receive the information, report or
analysis (including yourself). Any recommendation or advice that maybe
expressed in or inferred from such information, reports or analysis therefore does
not take into account and may not be suitable for your investment objectives,
financial situation and particular needs. You understand that you buy and/or sell
and/or take any position in/or on the market, in any of the stocks, shares,
products or instruments etc. based on your own decision(s). This is regardless of
whether the information is analysed or not, regardless of the details or
information related to price levels, support/resistance levels and any information
based on technical or fundamental analysis. You understand and accept that
nothing told or provided to you whether directly or indirectly is to be a basis for
your decision(s) in relation to the market or your trades or transaction(s).
Please see a registered trading representative or financial adviser for formal
advise.

US Economic Indicators
Signs pointing to firmer trend in US economy


Employment
• Jobless rates at 7.4%, lowest since December 2008
• Non Farm Payrolls increased by 162K in July
– Propelled by services and retail trade

• Jobless claims at 320K, least since 2007
US Unemployment Rate
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Jobless rates has
been steadily trending
downwards.

US consumers are
increasingly positive about
the economy.
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Source: US Labor Bureau, Bloomberg. The Conference Board, Reuters

US Economic Indicators
Continuous expansion for 2 months running


Manufacturing
• July PMI rose from 50.9 to 55.4, highest since July 2011
• 13 out of 18 manufacturing industries reported growth, from raw
materials to consumer products



Housing – Continuous Uptrend in Prices
• Core Logic Home Price Index
– Rose 1.9% in June
– Forecast growth of 1.8% in July, est. y-o-y gain of 12.5%
• Broad-based recovery – All 20 cities registered gains
• Mortgage delinquencies at 5.9%, a 5-year low

• Builder sentiment at highest level since 2005
Source: ISM, National Association of Realtors

US Housing Data
US Existing Home Sales
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Federal Reserve
May 2013

“A decision to scale back the $85 billion in bonds the Fed is
buying each month could come at one of the central bank's
"next few meetings" if the economy maintains momentum.
 S&P fell 1% and 10-year notes went above 2%

June 2013

“The Committee currently anticipates that it would be
appropriate to moderate the monthly pace of purchases
later this year.”
 S&P and Dow Jones both fell 1.4%.

July 2013

“The US economy needs the Fed's easy-money policy "for
the foreseeable future.“
 Dow Jones and S&P surged to all times high.
Source: Bloomberg, Reuters, Associated Press

Federal Reserve
QE tapering may start in September


According to 65% of economists surveyed by Bloomberg



Median estimate of tapering to be US$10 billion



Continuously positive economic data



However previous attempts at suggesting tapering Bernanke provoked a
sell-off in the markets and a spike in long-term rates.



Current term ending at 31 January 2014



Bernanke has indicated he is not keen to continue

Source: Bloomberg, Reuters

China Headlines
Ongoing restructuring
China SMEs affected by liquidity tension




Official PMI at 50.3
HSBC PMI at 47.7, lowest in 12 months

Small targeted measures by Chinese government
appears to be taking effect





Exports rose 5.1% in July (Est. 3% rise), swinging from June 3.1% fall
Imports at rose 10.9% (Est. 2.1% rise), from June 0.7% fall
Large enterprise production rose 9.7% yoy, from June 8.9%
Power production increased 8.1% yoy, up from 6% in June
Source: Bloomberg/Reuters/HSBC

China Development
Slow and steady transition to increase
contribution from service-based industries
Service

sector growth outpacing manufacturing sector consistently over
past 18 months
Service Industries contributed approximately 45% of 2012 GDP
5-year plan targeting increase to 47% by 2015
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July Data
 Manufacturing PMI – 50.3
 Non-manufacturing PMI – 54.1
MFG PMI
Non-MFG PMI

Source: Bloomberg, National Bureau of Statistics of China

China Development
Intensification of restructuring in industries that
have excess capacity




SMEs will suffer as banks tighten lending
 “Many steel mills are facing tight cash flows due to the liquidity
crunch imposed by the government” – Manager of a Hebei steel mill
Beijing inviting foreign investors to bid on 126 urban infrastructure
projects seeking 338 billion yuan

Active cracking down on previous administration
problems



Audit concluded in Aug 2013 showed that 5.8 billion yuan of housing
funds was misappropriated
Banning of new office buildings constructing for five years
Source: Hong Kong Economic Journal, Reuters, Bloomberg

China Risk
Real estate investments continue to rise


Real estate investments rose 20.5% yoy, accelerating from 20.3% in
1H13



Construction starts rose 8.4% yoy, compared to 3.8% in 1H13



China's politburo did not mention a continuation of cooling steps on the
property sector in a meeting about the economy held in late July, instead
pledging to keep growth stable in the second half by fine-tuning policies.



Quiet lifting of suspended refinancing by listed property firms
•

China's Sundy Land Investment Co announced plans to raise 1.5
billion yuan
Source: Reuters, Bloomberg, National Bureau of Statistics of China

Japan Headlines
Factory output weakens by 3.3% in June


Led by weaker overseas in cars and electronics

GDP data missing expectations


Q2 GDP Growth at 2.6% (Est. 3.6%)



Q1 GDP revised downwards from 4.1% to 3.8%

But look beyond these short-term numbers and focus
on the longer trend, which is actually positive
Source: Bloomberg, Reuters

Japan Data
 Political certainty and continuity
Minister
Yasuo Fukuda
Taro Aso
Yukio Hatoyama
Naoto Kan
Yoshihiko Noda
Shinzo Abe

Tenure
2007–2008
2008–2009
2009–2010
2010–2011
2011–2012
2012 – 2016 (Est.)
Source: Official website of the Prime Minister of Japan

Japan Data
 Public spending contribution to GDP

Source: JP Morgan

Japan Data
 Improving labour & tourism conditions, as
economy shrugs off recent year crises and
March 2011 Fukushima disaster

Source: JP Morgan, CIMB

Japan Data
 Finally positive inflation in 14 months
 Sales in department stores has been on a
rising trend, suggesting Japanese are
spending more

Source: CIMB, JP Morgan

Japan (Sales Tax Hike)
 National Debt reaches 1,000 trillion yen


Larger than the economies of Germany, UK and France combined



Twice of Japan GDP

 Sales Tax Hike


Final Decision by Abe after revised Q2 GDP data on Sept 9



Panel of experts to study the effects of the hike





BOJ governor Kuroda



Finance Minister Taro Aso

Various suggestions on implementation as well
•

Tax incentives for corporations

•

Small incremental increases over the years
Source: Business Times, Bloomberg, Straits Times

Eurozone Development
Eurozone crisis may be bottoming out








GDP growth at 0.3% after 6 continuous contraction
• Germany growth – 0.7%
• Portugal growth – 1.1%
Expansion of Eurozone business, first since January 2012
 Markit July PMI at 50.3
Eurozone morale at 15-months high
 Economic sentiment at 92.5 in July 2013
 Business climate index at -0.53
Unemployment numbers fell for 1st time in 2 years
 From 12.2% in June to 12.1% in July

Source: Bloomberg, Reuters, Markit

Eurozone Development

Eurozone Development

Both spreads against
German bunds and volatility
have come down

Source: CIMB Research

Eurozone Development
Cheap liquidity in Eurozone for extended periods



Explicit affirmation from ECB that low interest rates will go into 2014
BOE will maintain 0.5% rates
 To continue till UK unemployment falls to below 7% (Currently 7.8%)

Private equity firms are entering Spain RE markets


Blackstone bought 1,900 apartments for €128m in July



AXA Real Estate bought 13 office buildings for €172m in June



HIG Capital bought 51% stake in 939 homes for €100m in August

Source: Bloomberg, Reuters, Markit

Eurozone Development
Risk
 Worrying unemployment numbers
•

Eurozone unemployment rate still stands at 12.1%

•

More than 19 million unemployed

•

Spain unemployment stands at 26 - Projected to remain
above 25% till 2018 (IMF)

 The public debt problem has worsen over the years
• Greece (124%  170%)
• Portugal (90%  121%)
Source: Bloomberg, Reuters, IMF, Wall Street Journal

Eurozone Development
Stability of European banks is also questionable
Euro-zone banks will have to reduce their balance sheets by more
than €3 trillion over the next three to five years to meet stricter rules on
capital and leverage coming into force.

Piecing it altogether
US

China

Japan
Eurozone
Area

Signs are pointing to firm recovery trends,
with record low jobless rates and rebound in
housing prices
Restructuring is going on, it will be painful for
some sectors but the government is taking
appropriate steps for the long term good and
cautious not to crash the economy
Recent numbers may be disappointing but
look beyond these and instead focus on the
longer-term trend
Recession seems to be bottoming but bear in
mind the fundamentals are still weak

Piecing it altogether
Accumulate dividend-stocks with US exposure


The case for dividend-yielding stocks is still strong, with global cheap
liquidity set to continue in the short term.



Stay long USD and US equities – may face minor corrections



Stay bullish Japanese equities and bearish the Yen



Stay cautiously optimistic in the longer term





About China as political leaders seek “slower, but quality growth”



About Europe due to poor unemployment & debt issues

Assess, look through risk factors and buy the dips in
markets

